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Abstract—Modelling in 3D is considered time-consuming and difficult, re-
lying on special skills. To make matters worse, there are currently no user inter-
face conventions for how to work with 3D data and different modelling applica-
tions adopt varying interaction techniques. This paper thus presents a frame-
work for simple 3D modelling based on 2D drawings of height maps. The 
framework is intended to be quick and easy to use for untrained users and no 
special software is needed as the application runs in the browser. An experi-
mental evaluation confirmed that all of the eight participants successfully man-
aged to complete simple modelling tasks in just a few minutes. 
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1 Introduction 

Sketching is a valuable design tool especially useful during ideation. A sketch al-
lows designers to rapidly represent their ideas on paper and share these with others. 
Ultimately, sketches should be quick and cheap to produce and they should have an 
unfinished look. The unfinished look means that they are not mistaken as the final 
product. Sketches are therefore often hand-drawn in 2D [1] giving them an organic 
appearance. They are not limited to flat drawings. For instance, if designing virtual 
reality environments [2], first person games or 3D learning resources [3], 3D sketches 
[4] may prove useful. 

It is relatively easy to learn perspective-sketching skills where objects can be 
viewed either from the outside or inside. However, such sketches are static. To 
achieve more interactive sketches with the user immersed in the sketch, such as in 
augmented reality [5] one needs a panorama sketch or a 3D model [6, 7], but the van-
tage position is fixed [8].  

3D modelling is laborious, slow, and depends on software operation skills. Black 
[9] concludes that 3D modelling software is unsuitable for sketching since the soft-
ware slows down the designer and he or she may lose an important idea before it is 
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captured. Moreover, design is usually a collaborative team effort where the members 
bounce ideas off each other. In contrast, 3D modelling is a solo activity.  

 
Fig. 1. Modelling a Mexican pyramid with different colored heights. 

The 3D models built with software usually appear professional and streamlined. 
There is thus a risk that they can be confused with the final product, while a true 
sketch often has the unfinished, hasty, imperfect and organic strokes of a hand draw-
ing [1]. Many attempts have been made at improving the input of 3D models [10], 
including freehand sketching [11], projective 2D strokes [12], using movable 
handheld devices [13] and inferring 3D shape from gray level shading [14], combin-
ing multiple flat sketches [15], to mention a few. 

This paper therefore presents a tool that was designed with the goal of being easier 
to use relying on users’ natural 2D drawing skills and familiarity with 2D drawing 
software. It is browser based and therefore accessible to all from everywhere. It there-
fore also facilitates online experimentation and learning [16]. The novel contribution 
herein is the use of hues to control height, as hues are uniquely disguisable by the 
human visual system. This study extends an earlier version of this paper [17] with the 
addition of a usability experiment.  

2 3D modelling framework 

The 3D modeler consists of three parts: a 2D drawing editor for drawing contours 
using different colors, contour height controls and the model viewer (see Figures 1 
and 2).  
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2.1 Contour editor 

The contour editor is a simple conventional 2D-drawing application (see Figure 1). 
It offers a small set of tools for drawing basic geometric shapes such as boxes and 
discs. Colors are selected from a fixed palette of 12 colors.  

The x and y coordinates on the canvas correspond to the x and y coordinates in 3D 
space. Next, color controls the z coordinate of each point. This coding allows the 2D 
image to be transformed into a 3D point cloud [18]. Color is used to signal a specific 
height from cold colors to warm colors.  

Fig. 2. Modelling a cone with different colored heights. 

Hues are easier to distinguish than the absolute intensity of a shade of gray [19], a 
technique used in previous 3D-modelling research [14]. 

2.2 Contour height controls 

The user adjusts the heights of the various contour levels using an array of sliders. 
Each height is controlled by one slider (see Figure 2). Each hue can thus be controlled 
individually within the bounds of a cube (defined by the minimum and maximum 
slider values). By default, the sliders are set such that the contour heights vary in 
uniform steps. 

2.3 3D model viewer 

The user inspects the rendered model in the 3D model viewer by rotating, panning 
and zooming the model using the mouse. 
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2.4 Contour interpolation 

The framework implements linear contour height interpolation allowing the user to 
specify a smooth transition between different heights in the model. Gray is used to 
indicate an interpolated area. Each point in this area is interpolated relative to the 
heights of its nearest edge points. The technique is reminiscent to Gouraud polygon 
shading [20]. 

For example, to draw a smooth cone one interpolates between two levels. One 
starts by drawing a large disc in one hue defining the base level, then add a gray disc 
on top but inside the first disc and finally a smaller disc in yet a different hue to define 
the top level of the shape (see Figure 2). The gray pixels thus appear as a circular 
frame with a given width. It is the pixels in the gray area that will create a smooth 
transition from the bottom to the top. 

     

box inverted box stairs Mexican pyr. cylinder 

     
skyskraper ramp pyramid cone side-ramp 

Fig. 3. Design tasks used in the experiments. 

2.5 Stops 

The interpolation is computed relative to the nearest non-gray edge. However, oc-
casionally one does not want the interpolation to be affected by a certain edge. Black 
lines are used to separate the edge from the gray interpolation area to disconnect the 
edge from the interpolated area.  

A ramp is easily modelled using stops. First, one draws the top and bottom plat-
form as rectangles in different hues. Then, the rectangle between the top and bottom 
platforms is filled with gray to mark the interpolation. However, to prevent the inter-
polation to be affected by the edges on the left and right side two black lines are used 
to isolate the interpolated area from the left and the right edges. Each of the two black 
lines are placed on the left and right side of the gray interpolated area. 
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2.6 Implementation 

The framework is implemented in client-side JavaScript and HTML5. The three.js 
library was used for the 3D model viewer and an open source JavaScript drawing 
editor was altered for the purpose of this project. All the other user interface elements 
were realized sing HTML and CSS. 

3 Experimental evaluation 

A simple within-subjects experiment was conducted to confirm whether the tool 
could be used without any prior knowledge of 3D modelling. Eight male participants 
in the range from 25-20 years were recruited. They were professional web-designers 
and developers with no specific experience in 3D modelling.  

Each participant was asked to complete 10 simple design tasks individually and in 
isolation. The time to complete the task was the observed dependent variable and the 
type of task was the independent variable.  

 
Fig. 4. Box plot showing the distributions of time to complete each task type. 

The ten tasks involved designing a simple box, modifying a box into an inverted 
box, designing a staircase, a Mexican pyramid, a cone, a skyscraper, a ramp, a pyra-
mid, a cone and a side-ramp (see Figure 3). These tasks can be classified as single 
level shape, multiple level shape, interpolation, interpolation with stop, and modifica-
tion. 

The participants were asked to talk-aloud during the session commenting. Each 
participant was asked to complete a questionnaire with seven seven-scale Likert ques-
tions addressing ease of use, learnability, usability, ease of recovering from errors 
(robustness), satisfaction with the results, whether they would use this tool for future 
modelling tasks and overall satisfaction. 
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4 Results 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of times to complete each task type. A Mauchly 
test indicates that the assumption of sphericity is violated (p < .05). A non-parametric 
repeated measures Friedman test was therefore applied. This test revealed that there 
was a statistically significant difference in time to perform the five types of modelling 
tasks (!2(4) = 14.1, p = .007). Median (IQR) seconds to complete each of the task 
types were simple 18.5 (12.8 to 26.8), multiple 49.5 (35.5 to 73.0), interpolation 64.0 
(45.5 to 83.7), stops 83.5 (41.5 to 205.5) and adjustments 28.0 (19.5 to 110.0).  

Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted. There were 
significant differences between single and multiple levels (Z = -2.240, p = .025), be-
tween simple and interpolation (Z = -2.524, p = .012) and simple and stops (Z = -
2.524, p = .012). There was no significant difference between interpolation and inter-
polation with stops (Z = -1.260, p = .208) and interpolation and multiple levels (Z = -
0.980, p = .327). Moreover, there was no significant differences between simple 
shapes and adjustments (Z = -1.963, p = .05) or interpolation and adjustments (Z = -
0.420, p = .672). 

If a Bonferroni correction is applied the significance level needs to be set at p < 
0.005, suggesting that none of the paired comparisons were significant. 

5 Discussion 

All the participants successfully completed all the tasks. The longest task-
completion time was 240 seconds (4 minutes) and the shortest task-completion time 
was 23 seconds (nearly half a minute). As shown by the results it takes longer to 
complete more complicated tasks than simple tasks. Single level models are the 
quickest, followed by models with multiple levels. Tasks involving interpolation take 
longer and the ones involving stops took the longest also with the largest range. This 
suggests that interpolation with stops is the most difficult. Height modifications were 
associated with some of the shortest time-completion times but also a very large 
range.  

The results of the questionnaire show that the participants exhibited a positive im-
pression of the tool as only the top end of the Likert scale (5 to 7) was used. The only 
exception was for whether the participant would use this tool again 5 (1 to 7). This is 
probably because the tool was a prototype and not a finished product. 

6 Conclusions 

A simple browser-based framework for rapidly creating 3D models was presented. 
A web-browser was chosen as the framework platform with the aim to make it easy 
for novices to explore and learn basic 3D modelling and designs as well as allowing 
designers to quickly set up improvised ideation workshops. The framework relies on a 
visual language where hues denote heights, grey indicates interpolation and black 
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isolates interpolation. The framework is limited to certain shapes with only one z 
value for each x and y coordinate. An experiment revealed that all eight participants 
managed to design simple shapes within a few minutes. The tool is available at 
http://www.cs.hioa.no/~frodes/3D. 
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